
Motor Road Signs  

 

 

 

Map type advanced 

direction 
Map type trailblazer Over-head freeway direction 

      

      

 

 

 

Over-head direction 
Pre-advance exit 

direction 
Stack-type direction 

      

      

 

 

 

Co-ordinated traffic 

signals 

Multiphase traffic 

signals 
Park and ride 

      

http://localhost:62525/Test/Print/_MotorRoadSigns.aspx?&Print=True


 

 

 

Heavy vehicles Engage lower gear Additional lane in 120m Temporary traffic movement affected by obstruction in 150m 

  

 

Lane speed control 
Lane control no goods 

vehicles in excess of 3t 
Traffic lane ends in 200m due to obstruction 

 

Traffic Light Signals 

   

You may only proceed RIGHT subject to 

the restricting Road Signs. You must yield 
right of way to other traffic and pedestrians 

who are lawfully within the junction. 

You may only proceed STRAIGHT subject to 

the restricting Road Signs. You must yield 
right of way to other traffic and pedestrians 

who are lawfully within the junction. 

You may only proceed LEFT subject 
to the restricting Road Signs. You must 

yield right of way to other traffic and 

pedestrians who are lawfully within the 
junction. 

  

 

Steady Disc Signals 

RED: Stop vehicle behind line until green 

signal is displayed, then proceed cautiously. 

GREEN: Proceed junction in any direction 

subject to the restricting Road Signs. 

YELLOW: Prepare to stop your vehicle 

behind the line and remain stationary until 
green signal is displayed. 

Stop vehicle behind stop line and proceed left 

only if safe to do so yield to traffic and 
pedestrians for whom a green light is 

displayed. 

Steady green Arrow: 

May proceed straight ahead subject to 

the restricting Road Signs. You must 

yield right of way to other traffic and 
pedestrians who are lawfully within the 

junction. 



 

 

 

Vehicles may drive in lane which has the 
green arrow signal above it 

Arrester bed advance exit 
Vehicles may Not drive in lane which 

has the Red Cross signal above it 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

Stop traffic 

 approaching 

from the front 

Stop traffic 

 approaching from 

the rear 

Stop traffic 

 approaching from 

the front and rear 

Go/Proceed – 

 Indicates to the 

driver that he/she 

may proceed 

Go/Proceed - 

 Indicates to the 

driver that he/she 

may proceed 
 

  

 

 

Flag signals –  
 

Stop / Proceed 

Flag signals -  
 

Warning flag signal 
 

  

  

 


